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Wednesday, December 18, 2019 December 11, 2019 (London, UK) — This year, for the first time, UK adults spent more time with digital media than with traditional media. By the end of 2019, UK adults will have spent a daily average of 5 hours, 16 minutes (5:16) with digital media. This represents 52.2% of media consumption. In 2018, the
average time spent with digital and time spent with traditional media were tied at 5:03. “We expect the gap to widen in the coming years, as content consumption continues to shift further onto digital platforms,” eMarketer UK senior analyst Bill Fisher said. “This has ramifications for media companies, of course, but for marketers, too. They will need
to weigh their ad budgets carefully. Traditional media will remain hugely important, but it will mean more complex strategies for reaching customers.” Growth in time spent with digital media has slowed and is set to plateau in the coming years. The growth that remains will be fueled by increases in time spent with smartphones and other devices
including connected TVs. Adults in the UK used their smartphones (excluding voice calls) for 2:16 per day, on average in 2019. Smartphones will continue to gain an increasing share of time spent with total media, surpassing 25% by 2021. Video consumption is also driving growth of overall digital media time. This year, UK adults spent 1:25 per day
watching digital video, up 10.4% over 2018. Mobile will remain the leader for digital video consumption among adults, at 36 minutes this year, up 7.2% over last year. This is closely followed by “other connected devices” (31 minutes), which include smart TVs and gaming consoles. These devices will see a growth of 20.7% in 2019. In
the UK, time spent with traditional media among adults decreased by 4.2% this year to 4:50. This number will continue to decline, dropping to 4:33 by 2021. A key reason for total traditional time dropping is TV time, which has been steadily declining. It will fall 5.9% this year as consumers spend more time with digital video. This year, consumers
will spend 25.8% of their total media consumption on traditional TV. “The way people are watching video content is changing faster than ever before,” eMarketer senior forecasting analyst Cindy Liu said. “Streaming services such as Netflix and Amazon Prime have become incredibly popular because of their vast libraries of original content, including
some UK-produced titles. Coupled with the fact that these platforms can be watched on virtually any connected device, it’s not surprising that time spent watching digital video will continue to chip away at traditional TV time.” Other major traditional media will also see declines this year: newspapers (down 3.7%), magazines (down 4.5%) and radio
(down 1.8%). Methodology eMarketer’s forecasts and estimates are based on an analysis of quantitative and qualitative data from research firms, government agencies, media firms and public companies, plus interviews with top executives at publishers, ad buyers and agencies. Data is weighted based on methodology and soundness. Each eMarketer
forecast fits within the larger matrix of all its forecasts, with the same assumptions and general framework used to project figures in a wide variety of areas. Regular re-evaluation of available data means the forecasts reflect the latest business developments, technology trends and economic changes. About eMarketer Founded in 1996, eMarketer is
the first place to look for research about marketing in a digital world. eMarketer enables thousands of companies worldwide to understand marketing trends, consumer behavior and get the data needed to succeed in the competitive and fast-changing digital economy. eMarketer’s flagship product, eMarketer PRO, is home to all of eMarketer’s
research, including forecasts, analyst reports, aggregated data from 3,000+ sources, interviews with industry leaders, articles, charts and comparative market data. eMarketer’s free daily newsletters span the US, EMEA and APAC and are read by more than 200,000 readers globally. In 2016 eMarketer, Inc. was acquired by European media giant
Axel Springer S.E. For more information, contact: Douglas Clark Global Director of Public Relations 646-863-8807 dclark@emarketer.com Corinne Weir Public Relations Coordinator 646-863-8814 cweir@emarketer.com Posted on December 18, 2019.
Tuesday, November 5, 2019 November 5, 2019 (New York, NY) – Connected TV advertising* is a
small, but rapidly growing portion of digital advertising, and it’s competing directly with traditional TV advertising. In our inaugural forecast on CTV spend in the US, we expect the channel to grow 37.6% this year to reach $6.94 billion. By 2021, it will surpass $10 billion. “When looking at ad revenues, YouTube, Hulu and Roku are the leaders in this
market,” eMarketer forecasting analyst Eric Haggstrom said. “Users of these platforms are likely either cord-cutters or cord-shavers. That means some TV ad buyers are willing to pay a premium to reach users who are difficult to reach via traditional TV ads. These platforms are also bulking up their targeting, programmatic and attribution
capabilities in order to attract buyers from the digital world.” Despite the opportunities to advertise on CTV platforms, there are factors holding back growth. “Measurement is a huge problem that is holding back linear TV advertisers from advertising on CTV,” Haggstrom said. “There is no single, commonly accepted measurement across platforms
like there is in TV. Also, CTV targeting, attribution and programmatic capabilities are significantly behind those of other leading digital ad platforms.” Additionally, the huge influx of new over-the-top (OTT) services entering the market in Q4 2019 through 2020 will affect the entire industry. Many are not ad-supported, like Disney+, Apple TV+ and
HBO Max. NBCU’s Peacock service is the notable exception. “It is far from guaranteed that any of the new services will be successful in terms of gaining large audiences,” Haggstrom said. “But low-priced, ad-free services from Apple and Disney will likely make platforms that do have ads less attractive to consumers than they currently are.” CTV
usage in the US will grow 5.3% to reach 195.1 million viewers (all ages) by the end of this year, surpassing 200 million in 2020. Roku devices lead the category with 44.2% of viewers, followed by Amazon Fire TV, Google Chromecast and Apple TV. (Note: There is overlap, as some viewers use more than one device.) * digital advertising that appears on
connected TV (CTV) devices. Examples include display ads that appear on home screens and in-stream video ads that appear on CTVs from platforms like Hulu, Roku and YouTube; excludes network-sold inventory from traditional linear TV and addressable TV advertising. Methodology eMarketer’s forecasts and estimates are based on an analysis of
quantitative and qualitative data from research firms, government agencies, media firms and public companies, plus interviews with top executives at publishers, ad buyers and agencies. Data is weighted based on methodology and soundness. Each eMarketer forecast fits within the larger matrix of all its forecasts, with the same assumptions and
general framework used to project figures in a wide variety of areas. Regular re-evaluation of available data means the forecasts reflect the latest business developments, technology trends and economic changes. About eMarketer Founded in 1996, eMarketer is the first place to look for research about marketing in a digital world. eMarketer enables
thousands of companies worldwide to understand marketing trends, consumer behavior and get the data needed to succeed in the competitive and fast-changing digital economy. eMarketer’s flagship product, eMarketer PRO, is home to all of eMarketer’s research, including forecasts, analyst reports, aggregated data from 3,000+ sources, interviews
with industry leaders, articles, charts and comparative market data. eMarketer’s free daily newsletters span the US, EMEA and APAC and are read by more than 200,000 readers globally. In 2016 eMarketer, Inc. was acquired by European media giant Axel Springer S.E. Posted on November 5, 2019.
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Gallery June 16, 2021 (New York, NY) — Following nearly 10 years of double-digit growth, ecommerce sales in Canada surpassed 10% of total retail sales for the first time last year, reaching 12.7%. Since 2019, ecommerce sales have nearly doubled their share, reaching $64.51 billion this year. The pandemic boosted Canada’s ecommerce market
robustly last year by 75.0%, making it the second-fastest-growing ecommerce market worldwide behind Argentina, at 100.6% growth. “The shift to online shopping was slower to develop in Canada than other countries, notably the US, so there was plenty of room to grow,” said eMarketer principal analyst at Insider Intelligence Paul Briggs. “The
pandemic forced retailers to sell more online, and consumers lapped it up. Retail ecommerce surged ahead last year and is now a primary growth driver of retail in Canada in 2021.” Ecommerce’s share of total retail will expand to 13.4% this year and reach 17.2% by the end of our forecast period in 2025. Despite last year’s decline, overall retail

sales in Canada will increase 6.4% year over year to $481.40 billion, surpassing pre-pandemic levels. And it’s on track to surpass $500 billion next year. Methodology eMarketer’s forecasts and estimates are based on an analysis of quantitative and qualitative data from research firms, government agencies, media firms, and public companies, plus
interviews with top executives at publishers, ad buyers, and agencies. Data is weighted based on methodology and soundness. Each eMarketer forecast fits within the larger matrix of all its forecasts, with the same assumptions and general framework used to project figures in a wide variety of areas. Regular reevaluation of available data means the
forecasts reflect the latest business developments, technology trends, and economic changes. About Insider Intelligence Formed in 2020 from the combination of eMarketer and Business Insider Intelligence (BII), Insider Intelligence aims to be the world’s leading research service focused on digital transformation. Insider Intelligence enables
thousands of global industry leaders to understand the critical trends and developments affecting their business in the short and long term. Each year, Insider Intelligence produces nearly 300 reports, 7,000 charts, 1,500 newsletters, and 200 forecasts across the Advertising & Marketing, Consumer Demographics, Social Media, Video, Mobile,
Ecommerce & Retail, Telecoms & Technology, Financial Services, and Digital Health industries. Insider Intelligence is owned by European media giant Axel Springer S.E.
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